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To follow ACCME guidelines the Orthopaedic Research Society/AAOS has identified the options to disclose as follows:
Research or institutional support has been received:
1. Do you or a member of your immediate family receive royalties for any pharmaceutical, biomaterial or orthopaedic product or device?
2. Within the past twelve months, have you or a member of your immediate family served on the speakers bureau or have you been paid an honorarium to present by any pharmaceutical, biomaterial or orthopaedic Product or device company?
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Akhbari, Bardiya ..................Disclosed no conflict of interest.

Allen, Kyle D ..........................Associate Editor at ASME Journal of Biomedical Engineering
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Anderson, Andrew E ............... Disclosed no conflict of interest.
Andriacchi, Thomas P ............. Zimmer-Biomet; SomaTx Design
Anshen, David ....................... Johnson & Johnson, MTF Biologics, W.L. Gore and Associates
Bahney, Chelsea S .................. Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine International Society (TERMIS)
Bansal, Sonia ......................... AGeility Biomechanics;
Beaule, Paul E ....................... Corin, MicroPort, Medacta; MicroPort, Zimmer-Biomet, MatOrtho; Zimmer Biomet, DePuy/Johnson & Johnson; Wolters Kluwer; International Society for Hip Arthroscopy
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Bhandari, Mohit ..................... Pendopharma; Sano-Aventis; Acumed, LLC; Aphria; Ferring Pharmaceuticals; Pendopharma;
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Desai, Salomi. Disclosed no conflict of interest

Deshmukh, Vishal. Employee of Samumed, LLC; Equity as employee of Samumed, LLC; Salary as employee of Samumed, LLC

Dietz, Matthew J. Heraeus Medical USA -- education and consultant; AAHKS - Research Committee;
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eCM Journal, Journal of Biomedical Materials Research

Ek, Steven W. Anika; Anika
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Erdemir, Ahmet. Disclosed no conflict of interest

Ferguson, Adam R. Disclosed no conflict of interest

Fisher, Michael A. Disclosed no conflict of interest.

Franz, Jason R. Spouse - Senior Medical Writer, Pfizer; Spouse - Pfizer TSRU and RSU; Associate Editor, Journal of Applied Biomechanics; Executive Board, American Society of Biomechanics

Garcia, Andres J. Dr. Garcia has generated IP owned by the Georgia Tech Research Corporation that has been licensed by CellectCell, CorAmi, and iTolerance. Dr. Garcia is a co-founder for these 3 startups. No products are currently sold. Garcia owns stocks in CellectCell, CorAmi, and iTolerance; Garcia receives funding from Elsevier and Wiley related to his editorial duties. Biomaterials (Associate Editor); J Biomed Mater Res A (Associate Editor); J Tissue Eng Regen Med; Regenerative Therapy; ACS Biomaterials Science & Engineering, Curr Opin BME. Society for Biomaterials

Giori, Nicholas J. Formus Labs; Cytonics; Clinical Orthopedics and Related Research, Journal of Orthopedic Research

Glenn, Benjamin. Disclosed no conflict of interest
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Goel, Danny .......................... PrecisionOS, Canadian Orthopaedic Society, Canadian Shoulder and Elbow Society

Goldberg, Evan ......................... Disclosed no conflict of interest.

Grad, Sibylle ........................... JOR Spine; eCM Journal

Grainger, David W .......................... 1) Elute, Inc, a privately held Salt Lake City, USA orthopedic device company developing implants to mitigate device infections; 2) Pendant Bio (Nashville, USA) developing polymeric biomaterials for antimicrobial purposes; Editorial Board for European Cells and Materials; Biomaterials; Journal of Controlled Release; Journal of Biomedical Materials Research;

Gray, Robert .......................... Skeletal Dynamics;

Graziani, Gabriela ....................... I serve in the Young Investigator Committee of the European Orthopaedic Research Society (EORS);

Griffin, Tim ............................ Payment for duties as an Associate Editor for the journal "Osteoarthritis and Cartilage"; Myself - Associate Editor, Osteoarthritis and Cartilage; Osteoarthritis Section Editor, "Current Rheumatology Reports"; my spouse (Courtney Griffin) - Editorial Board member of the journal "Angiogenesis"; Spouse (Courtney Griffin): President-elect, North American Vascular Biology Organization (NAVBO)


Haffner-Luntzer, Melanie .............. JOVE; ORS

Hankenson, Kurt D .......................... My wife is a consultant for Emergent Biosolutions and for Transnetyx; Emergent Biosolutions, Rockwell Medical; Orthobiol; Taylor Francis, CRC Press; JAALAS, Comparative Medicine (spouse). Clinical Reviews in Bone and Mineral Metabolism (KDH -editor), Connective Tissue Research (Associate Editor), JOR (Editoral Board); Advances in Mineral Metabolism (KDH), ASBMR (KDH), PRM&R (spouse)

Harris, Michael D ....................... Disclosed no conflict of interest.

Hastings, Robert ......................... full-time employee of DePuy Synthes; I receive Johnson & Johnson stock from time to time; member of the Industry Engagement Committee of the ORS

Hernandez, Christopher J ............ ASBMR

Hickok, Noreen J .......................... Husband is employed at Biogen; I am a consultant for SiNTX; Stock options in Biogen; I am an academic editor for PLOS ONE; co-organizer of the MSKI RIG for the ORS meeting.

Hoekzema, Nathan ....................... Skeletal Dynamics;

Horner, Marc .......................... ASME Journal of Medical Devices;

HyunMin, Byoung ....................... Disclosed no conflict of interest.
Imhauser, Carl ............................ Disclosed no conflict of interest
Ionescu Silverman, Lara ............ Disclosed no conflict of interest.
Jayasuriya, Chathuraka T .......... Disclosed no conflict of interest
Jennings, Jessica A .................... Abbott Diabetes Care, Austin Medical Ventures; Elsevier: book royalties; Society for Biomaterials Liaison Committee;
Jo, Chris ............................. Own stock in a biotech company; received research support from pharmaceutical companies; a editorial board of Clinics in Shoulder and Elbow journal; serve on the board of Korean Orthopedic Association, Korean Orthopedic Research Association, Korean Society of Stem Cell and Regenerative Medicine for Locomotor System, and Korean Shoulder and Elbow Society.
Kelly, Natalie H ........................ Employee of Smith and Nephew; Board of Directors of the ORS
Keyak, Joyce H ........................ Bone-Rad Therapeutics, Inc.; Journal of Biomechanics; Medical Engineering & Physics; ORS NIMC
Kiapour, Ata ........................... Paid consultant for Miach Orthopedics; editorial board member for AJSM and associate editor for BMS Musculoskeletal Disorders; NIMC at ORS
Kim, Shin-Yoon ........................ Biomet Korea; President of The Korean Society of Sarcopenia;
King, Tamara ......................... RAPT Therapeutics, Inc.
Kovacevic, David ....................... Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery; Orthopaedic Research Society; American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons
Krevolin, Janet ......................... Novum Medical, Inc.
Kruger, Karen M ........................ Gait and Clinical Movement Analysis Society board of directors.
Kulesha, Gene ......................... Onkos Surgical
Kuo, Catherine K ........................ ORS Publications Advisory Board for Journal of Orthopaedic Research
Kuxhaus, Laurel ...................... Adaptable Ortho Innovations.
Latterman, Christian ................. Cartilage; ICRS (Treasurer); Joint restoration Foundation; Vericel; Samumed, Flexxion,
Le Maitre, Christine .................. Flexion PLC; Scientific Reports, JOR Spine, Biomaterials Science; ORS Spine Section, Society Back Pain Research, UKSSB, DISCs
Lee, Chang H .......................... Disclosed no conflict of interest.
Lenz, Amy L ........................... Disclosed no conflict of interest.
Lewis, Gregory S ........................ Arthrex; Journal of Orthopaedic Trauma;
Lewis, Karl ............................ Connective Tissue Research; ORS, ASBMR, IFMRS
Li, Bingyun ............................ Disclosed no conflict of interest.
Littman, Neil ......................... Own a lot of public and private investments in the space.
Loiselle, Alayna.........................Academic Editor, Scientific Reports; Chair, ORS NIMC; Research Chair-ORS Tendon Section

Loiselle, Alayna.........................NIMC and Tendon Section

Lubberts, Bart .........................Butterfly Network, non-financial research support; ARthrex Inc, non-financial research support;

Malhotra, Neil..........................Disclosed no conflict of interest.


Mayes, Terrance.......................Disclosed no conflict of interest

McBride-Gagy, Sarah...................ORS ISFR

McCory, Mary C..........................Disclosed no conflict of interest

McCoy, Annette M......................I co-chair the Examination Committee for the American College of Veterinary Surgeons; I am the secretary for the ORS Preclinical Models Section

McGee-Lawrence, Meghan E .......Associate editor for Journal of Orthopaedic Surgery and Research, and on the editorial board for JBMR Plus. Chair of the Scientific Communications Committee for ORS, a member of the Women in Bone and Mineral Research committee for ASBMR, and a member of the Future Global Leaders committee for the IFMRS

McNulty, Amy L.......................Connective Tissue Research

Meyer, Gretchen........................Disclosed no conflict of interest

Michael, Lehmicke.....................J&J, CRISPR Therapeutics.

Miller, Rachel..........................Disclosed no conflict of interest

Murphy, William L.....................Dianomi Therapeutics, Inc.; Stem Pharm, Inc.; Cellular Logistics, Inc.

Najmabadi, Yassaman..................Exactech

Ng, Geoffrey..........................Disclosed no conflict of interest

Otero, Jesse E..........................DePuy Synthes; DePuy J&J

Pachuda, Nicholas.....................Disclosed no conflict of interest.

Park, GaYoung..........................Disclosed no conflict of interest

Patel, Jay M.............................NovoPedics Inc.

Patel, Jay M.............................NovoPedics Inc;

Potter, Kimberlee .......................... Disclosed no conflict of interest.
Puetzer, Jennifer L .......................... Member at Large of ORS Meniscus Section;
Puri, Pier Lorenzo .......................... Disclosed no conflict of interest
Qu, Feini ................................. Disclosed no conflict of interest.
Robinson, Jennifer .......................... Disclosed no conflict of interest
Roth, Joshua D ............................. ORS NIMC and Implant Section
Rubinger, Karla Shepard .................... Disclosed no conflict of interest.
Saengsin, Jirawat ............................ Disclosed no conflict of interest
Scanzello, Carla ............................ Research funds (two years ago) from Spire, Inc; Editorial Board Member: Osteoarthritis & Cartilage, Osteoarthritis & Cartilage Open; OARSI Ethics and Governance Committee member
Schoenfeld, Andrew ......................... Wolters-Kluwer, Springer; JBJS; NASS
Schwarzkopf, Ran ............................ Smith&nephew; Intelijoint; PSI, Gauss Surgical; JOA, Arthroplasty Today; AAHKS, AAOS
Seitz, Andreas ............................... Disclosed no conflict of interest
Sharma, Blanka .............................. Stock in 42Bio Inc.;
Shen, Jie ................................. Disclosed no conflict of interest
Shomper, Matthew A ....................... Dir. of Engineering for Tangible Solutions, a contract manufacturer of Orthopedic Implants; Work with Tangible Solutions manifests with consulting with OEMs on device design and development;
Smith, Lucas R .............................. Disclosed no conflict of interest
Snelling, Sarah .............................. Disclosed no conflict of interest
Spratley, E. Meade .......................... Foot and Ankle Orthopaedics
Szczesny, Spencer E .......................... Disclosed no conflict of interest.
Tabbaa, Suzanne M ......................... JRF Ortho;
Tambiah, Jeyanesh R ......................... Samumed LLC;
Tarafder, Solaiman .......................... Disclosed no conflict of interest
Taylor, Mark ............................... Research funding from DePuy Synthes; Associate editor of Medical Engineering and Physics;
Thabane, Lehana ............................ Disclosed no conflict of interest
Thomopoulos, Stavros ..........Associate Editor for Journal of Orthopaedic Research; ORS Tendon Section Chair.

Tosi, Laura .........................Ultragenyx research funding; Board of Directors: Osteogenesis Imperfecta Foundation and US Bone & Joint Initiative; Steering Committee AOA Own the Bone Initiative, Medical Advisory Committee American Bone Health and OI Foundation; AAOS EBQV Committee (Evidence-based Quality and Outcomes)

Troy, Karen ...........................Ossanex - I am a co-founder of this company. (currently a very early stage start-up); Board of Directors for ORS starting in 2/2021

Wachs, Rebecca ......................Disclosed no conflict of interest.

Wang, Xiaodu ..........................Medicine in Novel Technology and Devices

Wells, Ann L ............................Disclosed no conflict of interest.

Willett, Nick ...........................Disclosed no conflict of interest.

William, Ledoux ......................Disclosed no conflict of interest.

Wimmer, Markus ........................Endolab GmbH; Elsevier; Elsevier - Biotribology, MDPI - Lubricants

Working, Zachary .....................Committee member at the Orthopaedic Trauma Association and Orthopaedic Research Society.

Young, Nathan ..........................Disclosed no conflict of interest

Zabarsky, Zachary K ..................Disclosed no conflict of interest.

Zaderej, Karen .........................Axogen, Inc; Med Exec Women